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ABSTRACT
Recent work has shown that Milky Way-mass galaxies display an incredible range of stellar halo
properties. Yet, the origin of this diversity is unclear. The nearby galaxy M81 — currently interacting
with M82 and NGC 3077 — sheds unique light on this problem. We present a Subaru Hyper Suprime-
Cam survey of the resolved stellar populations in M81’s halo. Using a unique three-filter strategy,
and numerous HST calibration fields, we reveal M81’s halo in never-before-seen detail. We resolve the
halo to unprecedented V -band equivalent surface brightnesses of >34 mag arcsec−2, and produce the
first-ever global stellar mass density map for a Milky Way-mass stellar halo outside of the Local Group
(LG). Using the minor axis, we confirm the previous assessment of M81 as one of the lowest mass and
metal-poorest stellar halos known (M? ∼ 109M, [Fe/H] ∼ −1.2) — indicating a relatively quiet prior
accretion history. Yet, in our global stellar mass census we find that tidally unbound material from
M82 and NGC 3077 provides a substantial infusion of metal-rich material (M? ' 6×108 M, [Fe/H]
' −0.9). We further show that, following the accretion of its massive satellite M82 (and the LMC-like
NGC 3077), M81 will host one of the most massive and metal-rich stellar halos in the nearby universe.
Thus, the saga of M81: following a relatively passive history, M81’s merger with M82 will completely
transform its halo from a low-mass, anemic halo rivaling the MW, to a metal-rich behemoth rivaled
only by systems such as M31. This dramatic transformation indicates that the observed diversity
in stellar halo properties is primarily driven by diversity in the largest mergers these galaxies have
experienced.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the Λ–Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) paradigm,
galaxies assemble hierarchically, experiencing frequent
mergers with other galaxies (e.g., White & Rees 1978;
Bullock et al. 2001). These events transform the mor-
phological and kinematic structure of the central galaxy
(Toomre & Toomre 1972), and funnel cold gas into the
asmerci@umich.edu
center of the gravitational potential, stimulating the for-
mation of new generations of stars and enriching the ex-
isting interstellar reservoirs (Barnes & Hernquist 1991).
As a result of short (.1 Gyr) dynamical and star for-
mation timescales, the impacts of such mergers quickly
become well-mixed into the main body of the galaxy,
making it incredibly difficult to infer the properties of
the progenitor merging system long afterwards.
Fortunately, mergers also deposit a significant
amount of loosely-bound stellar material which is re-
tained within the DM halo — the integral debris of
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Figure 1. A deep, wide-field (∼50 kpc× 60 kpc) g-band mosaic of the M81 Group, taken with Subaru HSC. A logarithmic
stretch was used. The three primary interacting group members are labeled (M81, M82, and NGC 3077). The visible dark
patches around the three galaxies, as well as bright stars, represent chip bleeds. The M81 Group is located behind a region
of significant galactic cirrus, visible as patches of scattered light. This widespread cirrus impedes the inference of stellar halo
properties through integrated light alone.
all such events comprises the central galaxy’s ‘stellar
halo’ (e.g., Spitzer & Shapiro 1972; Bullock & Johnston
2005). Stellar halos act as index fossils of past merger
events, encoding the properties of these events long after
their impact has been all-but-erased from typical obser-
vational diagnostics within the galaxy. Taking advan-
tage of their close proximity, the stellar halos of the
Milky Way (MW) and the Andromeda galaxy (M31)
have been studied in exquisite detail, from their stel-
lar populations (e.g., Bell et al. 2008, 2010; Ibata et al.
2014; Gilbert et al. 2014; Williams et al. 2015), to their
structure (e.g., Ibata et al. 2001; Carollo et al. 2010;
Deason et al. 2011) and kinematics (e.g., Kafle et al.
2012; Gilbert et al. 2018).
The stellar halos of a number of MW-mass galax-
ies in the Local Volume (LV) have also been studied in
detail. As stellar halos of MW-mass galaxies are both
large (∼100 kpc) and diffuse (µV > 28 mag arcsec−2),
3there are several approaches which have been taken: (1)
deep integrated light surveys (e.g., Merritt et al. 2016;
Watkins et al. 2016), (2) deep ‘pencil beam’ Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) surveys which resolve individ-
ual stars (e.g., GHOSTS; Radburn-Smith et al. 2011;
Monachesi et al. 2016a; Harmsen et al. 2017), and (3)
wide field, ground-based surveys which resolve individ-
ual stars (e.g., M31, Ibata et al. 2014; M81, Okamoto
et al. 2015; Cen A, Crnojevic´ et al. 2016). Each ap-
proach has competing strengths and limitations, includ-
ing field-of-view (advantage: integrated light), star–
galaxy separation (advantage: HST ), and sensitivity
to global halo properties (advantage: ground-based re-
solved stars). Many nearby MW-like galaxies reside in
regions of the sky plagued by significant galactic cirrus.
This cirrus emission can substantially limit the sensitiv-
ity of integrated light to even bulk halo properties (e.g.,
Watkins et al. 2016; Harmsen et al. 2017). In these cases,
resolved stellar populations are the optimal approach.
These efforts have revealed that, among the ∼10
best-measured stellar halos of nearby MW-mass galax-
ies, there exists a spread of nearly two orders of magni-
tude in stellar halo mass, and more than 1 dex in stel-
lar halo metallicity (e.g., Monachesi et al. 2016a; Harm-
sen et al. 2017; Bell et al. 2017, and references therein).
Surprisingly, the MW and M31 sit on opposite ends of
this distribution — the MW being the least massive and
metal-poorest (e.g., Bell et al. 2008), while M31 is the
most massive and metal-rich (e.g., Ibata et al. 2014) —
highlighting the enormous diversity in the accretion his-
tories of MW-mass galaxies.
Hints of this diversity in stellar halo properties
have begun to appear in simulations (e.g., Monachesi
et al. 2016b; D’Souza & Bell 2018a; Monachesi et al.
2019), with indications that much of this diversity can
be explain by the slope and scatter in the galaxy stellar
mass–halo mass relation below L∗. Yet, the process of
stellar halo assembly, and the associated mergers’ im-
pacts on the evolution of the central galaxies, is unclear.
The question remains: how are these halos built?
• It is now becoming clear from models that the
most massive merger a galaxy experiences may dom-
inate the observed properties of its stellar halo (e.g.,
D’Souza & Bell 2018a,b; Fattahi et al. 2019; Lan-
caster et al. 2019). Yet, what other important merg-
ers did the galaxies experience before the largest
event?
• Do large stellar halos require a higher number of
substantial mergers over a galaxy’s life, as seen in
many simulations (e.g., Johnston et al. 2008; Monach-
esi et al. 2019), and interpreted from observations of
galaxies such as M31 (e.g., Ibata et al. 2014; Mc-
Connachie et al. 2018; Mackey et al. 2019)? Or, can
halo properties be dominated by a single merger?
The mergers a galaxy experiences throughout its life are
likely important drivers of its evolution. However, if
stellar halo properties are, indeed, dominated by a sin-
gle dominant merger, then the other substantial mergers
a galaxy may have experienced will be effectively hidden
from us for most systems. A powerful approach to ad-
dress this observational impairment would be to study in
detail the stellar halos of systems which are currently un-
dergoing significant (i.e. dominant) mergers. This could
simultaneously enable the inference of, and comparisons
between, both their past and future largest mergers, and
how such an event impacts the stellar halo. When com-
bined with current measurements for non-merging sys-
tems, such an approach could shed invaluable light on
the build-up of stellar halos and the evolution of MW-
mass systems.
In this paper, we present a Subaru Hyper
Suprime-Cam (HSC) survey of the resolved stellar halo
populations of the interacting M81 Group (see Fig. 1;
similar to the earlier survey of Okamoto et al. 2015) —
the most detailed study of a stellar halo yet obtained
outside of the Local Group (LG). The M81 Group is
a quintessential example of a triple-interacting system
— hosting vast bridges of tidally stripped H I gas liber-
ated from the two interacting satellites, M82 and NGC
3077 (Yun et al. 1994; de Blok et al. 2018) — and is the
nearest ongoing significant merger (3.6 Mpc; Radburn-
Smith et al. 2011). Using a three-filter, equal-depth ob-
serving strategy, as well as numerous overlapping HST
calibration fields, we combine the relative advantages
of ‘pencil beam’ and ground-based surveys, revealing
M81’s stellar halo in never-before-seen detail. We use
this new quantitative insight to show that, in a sin-
gle merer event, M81 will span nearly the entire stel-
lar halo mass–metallicity relation: transitioning from a
low-mass, metal-poor halo, to one of the most massive,
metal-rich halos known — rivaled only by the halos of
galaxies such as M31.
2. OBSERVATIONS
These observations were taken with the Subaru
HSC, through the Gemini–Subaru exchange program
(PI: Bell, 2015A-0281). Imaging was undertaken in the
‘classical’ observing mode over the nights of March 26–
27, 2015. The survey consists of two pointings (each
∼1.◦5 FOV), in each of three (g, r, i) filters. Pointings
were primarily chosen to fully cover the outer regions of
all three interacting galaxies — M81, M82, and NGC
3077. Integration times for each field+filter combina-
tion are given in Table 1. Differences in observing time
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Table 1. Observations
Field 1 Field 2
Integration timeb Integration time
Filter # Exposuresa (s) # Exposures (s)
g 14 4200 18 5400
r 11 3300 12 3600
i 11 3300 11 3300
Note—a Total number of 300 s exposures for a single field. b Total integration time (i.e. 300 s×Nexp).
between the two fields in the same filter reflect adjust-
ments made in response to changing conditions (e.g., sky
transparency, background, and seeing).
The data were reduced with the HSC optical
imaging pipeline (Bosch et al. 2018). The pipeline per-
forms photometric and astrometric calibration using the
Pan-STARRS1 catalog (Magnier et al. 2013), but re-
ports the final magnitudes in the HSC natural system,
which we then finally correct to the SDSS filter system.
The version of the pipeline adopted here performs back-
ground subtraction with an aggressive 32-pixel mesh,
optimizing point-source detection and removing most
diffuse light. Sources are detected in all three-bands,
though i-band is prioritized to determine reference posi-
tions for forced photometry. Forced photometry is then
performed on sources in the gri co-added image stack.
All magnitudes were corrected for galactic extinc-
tion following Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). We find
that, broadly, the M81 Group has relatively consistent
E(B–V)' 0.1. However, the innermost regions of M82
suffer ‘contamination’ from dust emission, causing ar-
tificially higher estimated extinction. Because of this,
we limit E(B–V) to a maximum of 0.1 in the region of
M82. Image depth was nearly uniform across the two
fields, yielding extinction-corrected point source detec-
tion limits of g= 27, r= 26.5, and i= 26.2, measured
at ∼5σ. See Bosch et al. (2018) for an in-depth dis-
cussion of the photometric uncertainties output by the
HSC pipeline. Seeing was relatively stable, resulting in
consistent point-sources sizes of 0.′′7–0.′′8 down to the
detection limits.
3. STAR–GALAXY SEPARATION & RGB
SELECTION
For galaxies such as M81, which are well beyond
the Local Group (DM81' 3.6 Mpc; Radburn-Smith et al.
2011), the bulk of the resolvable stellar populations (i.e.
the stellar main sequence) is too faint to observe. In
M81, for example, the main-sequence turn-off of the av-
erage halo population (e.g., Age∼ 9 Gyr, [M/H]∼−1.2;
Durrell et al. 2010) occurs around i∼ 31. Characteriza-
tion of the stellar halo populations therefore requires a
more luminous sub-population to trace the underlying
stellar population. Red giant branch (RGB) stars are
numerous, luminous, and are well-tied to the underly-
ing stellar population, making them excellent tracers.
We detect RGB stars to two magnitudes below the tip
(the ‘TRGB’).
At the depths achieved by this survey (i.e. g∼27,
r∼26.5, g∼26.2), the majority of detected sources are
background galaxies, rather than stars in M81’s halo.
As an example, an initial morphological cut selecting
sources with FWHM6 0.′′75 eliminates 80% of sources
from our catalog. For shallower ground-based obser-
vations (e.g., the PAndAS survey Ibata et al. 2014),
detected background galaxies at the relevant magni-
tudes are typically more morphologically distinct than
at deeper limits, and such a cut results in reasonable
star–galaxy separation. Likewise, for HST observations,
despite reaching comparable limits to this survey, the
majority of even faint high-redshift galaxies are morpho-
logically distinguishable from stars (see e.g., Radburn-
Smith et al. 2011).
It is at the interface reached by this survey —
deep detection limits, yet ground-based image quality
— where star–galaxy separation becomes truly challeng-
ing. In this regime, many faint background galaxies are
as equally point-like as stars, motivating selection crite-
ria beyond morphological cuts. As they are amalgams of
numerous stellar populations, galaxies exist at virtually
every position in the color–magnitude diagram. Many
distant galaxies are located at relatively bluer g−i col-
ors compared to RGB stars, resulting in a CMD feature
located at g−i∼ 0.1. However, selecting RGB stars by
their position in the CMD does not eliminate contami-
nation from background galaxies.
Fortunately, stars inhabit a well-defined ‘stellar
locus’ (SL) in broadband (e.g., g−r/r−i) color–color
5Figure 2. Top left: g−i vs. i CMD of all detected sources in our survey footprint. Top right: Color–color diagram of all
detected sources. The stellar locus is shown as a red curve. Only sources lying on the stellar locus, within their photometric
uncertainties, are selected. Bottom left: g−i vs. i CMD of all sources thrown out in our selection process. Bottom right: g−i
vs. i CMD of all morphologically (<0.′′75) and color-selected (<σ+0.2 mag from SL) stars. The locus of unresolved background
galaxies (cyan ellipse) is now easily distinguishable from the RGB selection box (orange). Three stellar isochrone models are
shown (age = 12 Gyr), with metallicities of [Fe/H] = −2, −1.5, and −1.
space (e.g., Ivezic´ et al. 2007; High et al. 2009; Daven-
port et al. 2014). Our addition of the r filter allows us
to leverage this distinct color–color information to dis-
till our RGB sample by an additional 30%. ‘Stars’ are
classified as sources <0.′′75 in size (along both axes) and
with g−r distance from the SL < σg−r + 0.2 mag at a
measured r−i color, where σg−r is the g−r photometric
color uncertainty and 0.2 mag is the adopted systematic
width of the SL (from High et al. 2009; see also Smercina
et al. 2017). Figure 2 demonstrates this selection pro-
cess, showing the CMD and color–color diagrams of all
sources, as well as the final, distilled CMD following
our selection algorithm. Though the RGB is easily dis-
tinguishable using the SL, the unresolved background
galaxy locus at blue colors remains. The locations of
each are marked. Finally, we show the CMD of ‘con-
taminant’ sources thrown out by our selection. While
very similar to the full CMD, the RGB is significantly
weaker, especially at bright magnitudes. This highlights
the success of our selection process, but also indicates
the likely continued presence of faint RGB stars in our
‘contaminant’ sample, which did not meet our stringent
selection criteria. This choice reflects our HST calibra-
tion technique, described in § 4, which prioritizes the
purity of the RGB sample, rather than overall complete-
ness. Table 2 gives the parameters for our selection pro-
cess. The resulting culled sample of 45,619 RGB stars
is used throughout the rest of the paper.
4. HST CALIBRATION
4.1. Density Calibration
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Table 2. RGB Selection Criteria
Type Description Criterion
θx(g)< 0.
′′75 θy(g)< 0.′′75
Morphological Size constraints in each filter and along each axis θx(r)< 0.
′′75 θy(r)< 0.′′75
θx(i)< 0.
′′75 θy(i)< 0.′′75
Color–Color Proximity to stellar locus in g−r color |(g−r)− (g−r)SL|<σg−r + 0.2
(g−i, i) =
Color–Magnitude Vertices of the g−i vs. i RGB selection box (0.75,26.0), (1.55,26.0), (2.8,24.5),
(2.25,24.2), (1.4, 24.2), (1.0,25.0)
Note—Morphological: Size is FWHM along each axis. Color–Color: (g−r)SL is the g−r color of the stellar locus at a given
r−i. σg−r is the measured source uncertainty in g−r.
Though our sample of RGB stars is highly pure,
due in large part to the addition of the r-band filter and
excellent ground-based image quality, we face a num-
ber of competing issues which work to inhibit quantita-
tive inferences from the observed stellar populations —
mainly: (1) remaining contamination (from background
galaxies), (2) crowding, and (3) incompleteness. We at-
tempt to simultaneously correct for all three of these
issues by using existing Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
observations from the GHOSTS survey, similar to the
strategy adopted by Bailin et al. (2011) for NGC 253.
Within our HSC footprint, there are 13 ACS and WFC3
fields with high-quality stellar catalogs from GHOSTS
(Radburn-Smith et al. 2011; Monachesi et al. 2013,
2016a). Furthermore, Harmsen et al. (2017) calibrate
GHOSTS RGB counts, detected in the F606W/F814W
filters, to V -band surface brightness (µV ), taking into
account survey completeness with artificial star tests.
In order to simultaneously account for crowd-
ing and incompleteness, we calibrate our Subaru RGB
counts against those obtained using HST, within each of
the GHOSTS field regions. Figure 3 shows a greyscale
density map of RGB stars in M81’s halo with the po-
sitions of existing GHOSTS HST fields overlaid. Addi-
tionally, we show the sub-linear power-law relationship
between RGB surface density measured with HST and
Subaru,
log10 Σ
Subaru
RGB = 0.68 log10 Σ
GHOSTS
RGB − 0.055, (1)
which arises primarily from crowding at high densities
and photometric incompleteness at low densities. The
conversion from density to µV in mag arcsec
−2, assum-
ing a 10 Gyr, [M/H] =−1.2 isochrone, is then
µV = −2.5 log10(ΣGHOSTSRGB × 2.09×10−10), (2)
where ΣGHOSTS is in units of arcsec
−2 (Harmsen et al.
2017).
The relationship is quite tight, suggesting that all
three issues (contamination, crowding, and incomplete-
ness) are relatively uniform across the footprint. Con-
ducting 10,000 bootstrap fits to the data gives a 68%
confidence interval which yields only a 0.1 dex uncer-
tainty at the lowest and highest densities, respectively.
This method thus allows us to robustly predict the RGB
source density one would measure with HST, across our
entire HSC footprint — allowing derivation of quantita-
tive halo properties such as inferred surface brightness
and stellar mass (see § 5.1).
4.2. Color Calibration
Perhaps the more nuanced measurement of the
observed stellar populations is that of color, and in turn
estimates of abundance. Our survey is optimally geared
to efficiently detecting RGB stars at colors of g−i= 1–
1.5. For M81, this corresponds to limiting g-band mag-
nitudes of ∼27. However, the most metal-rich RGB
stars, i.e. those with [M/H]−0.5, will have g-band
magnitudes of 28–29 — substantially fainter than the
depths achieved by this survey. Therefore, unless g-
band observations are substantially deeper than i-band,
any metal-rich populations that might exist will be too
faint to observe in this survey, and all similarly-designed
ground-based surveys. However, the GHOSTS data for
M81 reaches to substantially redder colors in the 13
overlapping fields used in the RGB density calibration
(§ 4.1). We attempt to use the GHOSTS data to correct
for this effect.
Monachesi et al. (2016a) measured color profiles
along the major and minor axes of the GHOSTS sample,
including M81. To measure more robust colors, which
also are intrinsically better-tied to population changes
due to metallicity, they adopt a revised color metric, Q.
As the isochrone model curve for a metal-poor stellar
population is nearly a straight line for the upper portion
of the RGB, the Q-color corresponds to a CMD which
7Figure 3. Left: Grayscale density map of RGB stars in M81’s halo. Existing HST fields from the GHOSTS survey (e.g.,
Radburn-Smith et al. 2011; Monachesi et al. 2013) are overlaid (ACS—blue/WFC3—green). The region defined as M81’s ‘minor
axis’ in this paper is shown in red. We also show a much narrower region in purple, comparable to the width of the GHOSTS
coverage of the minor axis, which we use to compare to the GHOSTS average color profile (see § 5.1.2, Figure 7). Right: Plot
showing our calibration of HSC RGB counts using the GHOSTS survey. The x -axis gives the density of RGB stars within a
given GHOSTS field, corresponding to the Harmsen et al. (2017) selection box, while the y-axis gives the density of RGB-like
sources in the same area from HSC, obtained using our selection criteria (see 3). The best-fit power-law is shown (blue), as well
as the confidence region containing 68% of the points (∼1σ), obtained from 10,000 bootstrap fits (red shaded). Each field is
labeled individually. An inset showing the published GHOSTS field layout on an optical image of the M81 Group is included.
Also inset is a stacked CMD of the 13 GHOSTS fields used for this analysis (taken from Harmsen et al. 2017), presented in the
F606W & F814W filters.
has been rotated around a point 0.5 magnitudes below
the TRGB, such that the RGB is nearly vertical. We
adopt the Q metric for this paper as well, for all of our
color-based analysis. As we are operating in the g−i
filters, we define a new QCol corresponding to a rotation
angle of −22°.
For direct comparison to our Subaru observations,
we convert the GHOSTS CMDs, in each of the 13 fields,
from F606W−F814W vs. F814W to g−i vs. i, using
a [M/H] =−1.2, 10 Gyr old isochrone model (following
Monachesi et al. 2016a; Harmsen et al. 2017). A stacked
CMD of the 13 fields is shown in Figure 4 (top left),
as well as a comparison CMD of Subaru stellar candi-
date sources (top right). The resulting QCol distribu-
tions (bottom left), show a distinct red cut-off in the
Subaru sources, relative to GHOSTS. This cut-off re-
sults in an offset in the median QCol, between Subaru
and GHOSTS, of 0.2 mag bluewards. To better under-
stand this offset, we plot the predicted F606W−F814W
vs. g−i color–color curves for a grid of 10 Gyr PARSEC
isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2015), rang-
ing from [M/H] =−1.5 to 0 (Figure 4, bottom right).
The median F606W−F814W color in each GHOSTS
field (Monachesi et al. 2016a) is shown, against the cor-
responding QCol-based median g−i color measured in
Subaru. Four of the fields used for density calibration
are very stochastic in their measured colors, as only one
or two RGB stars are detected with Subaru. We neglect
these fields for our color analysis. The rest of the Sub-
aru/GHOSTS points are well-fit by curves of the same
shape as the models, but offset by the same 0.2 mag
as seen in the QCol distributions. This consistent pres-
ence of this 0.2 mag ‘blue-bias’ indicates that we can
correct our Subaru colors to a GHOSTS-equivalent col-
ors, which include the hidden red populations.
We caution that without similar extensive over-
lap with high-quality HST -derived stellar catalogs, it
is impossible to estimate the contribution from higher-
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Figure 4. Top left: Stacked g−i CMD of stars (black points) in the 13 GHOSTS fields used for calibration, converted from
F606W−F814W using isochrone models. Our Subaru RGB selection box (Table 2) is overlaid in orange. The solid red line shows
the near-straight path of an adopted ‘fiducial’ isochrone ([M/H]∼−1.2) through the CMD, with a g−i color of 1.62 (i.e. a line
of constant QCol = 1.62) at a point 0.5 mag below the TRGB (i∼ 24.8). Two additional lines of constant QCol are shown (red
dashed), showing a ±0.5 mag change in QCol. Top right: Same as left, but for candidate stellar sources observed with Subaru in
the 13 fields. Bottom left: Stacked QCol distributions for detected Subaru RGB candidates (blue) and detected GHOSTS RGB
stars (orange) in the 13 GHOSTS fields. The median QCol for the Subaru sources is 0.2 mag bluer than the GHOSTS median.
When comparing the CMDs obtained from Subaru and GHOSTS (top), it is clear that this offset results from the Subaru g−i
completeness curve. We fail to detect a sub-dominant, but substantial, population of red, higher-metallicity stars present in
the halo. Bottom right: PARSEC isochrone (e.g., Bressan et al. 2012) predictions for F606W−F814W vs. g−i color–color
relationship for RGB stars, as a function of metallicity (colored curves). Overlaid are the median F606W−F814W colors in
each of the GHOSTS fields from (Monachesi et al. 2016a) and corresponding median g−i colors, both obtained using the QCol
rotated-CMD metric. Blue points denote ‘halo’ fields (>10 kpc from M81). Red points denote fields with higher-metallicity
populations, which are closer (< 10 kpc) to M81’s disk. Gray points are fields which are sparse, often with only one or two
stellar candidate sources in Subaru. The halo fields lie on a low-metallicity (e.g., [M/H] =−1.2) model curve (blue dashed),
offset bluewards by a constant 0.2 magnitudes in g−i. Similarly, the two higher-metallicity fields lie on a high-metallicity (e.g.,
[M/H] = 0) model curve (red dashed), offset 0.2 magnitudes in g−i. Though many of the reddest stars are lacking in our Subaru
observations, it appears that the stellar halo populations are stable enough to correct for this effect using the GHOSTS data.
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Figure 5. M81’s average minor axis SB profile (where SB is reported in V -band and radii in kpc) calculated from resolved
star counts as described in § 5.1.1. The measurements made through this work are shown in blue, while measurements from
the GHOSTS survey (Harmsen et al. 2017) are shown in gray for comparison. Corresponding star counts (stars per arcmin2)
are given on the right-hand y-axis. The solid black line is the best-fit density power-law to the data. The best-fit density slope
is reported in the top right, which agrees well with the fit of Harmsen et al. (2017). We have included a 0.5 mag arcsec−2
systematic model uncertainty in the bottom left (§ 5.1.1). Reaching µ> 34 mag arcsec−2 at 60 kpc, this profile is one of the
deepest ever measured.
metallicity stellar populations and, thus, this ‘blue-bias’
is unable to be reliably corrected for. This effect has,
will continue to be, an issue for all similarly-designed
ground-based stellar population surveys at distances
1 Mpc.
5. RESULTS
In this section, we first present quantitative mea-
surements along M81’s minor axis, including average
surface brightness (SB) and g−i color profiles (given in
Table A1 of the appendix). We then present our results
for the global stellar halo, including a map of resolved
RGB stars, as well as a census of stellar mass in the M81
Group, including the contribution of tidal debris to the
stellar halo.
5.1. The Minor Axis: Estimating M81’s Past
Accretion History
The minor axes of galaxy halos are predicted
to be relatively free of contamination by in situ stars
(generally defined as stars which were formed in the
central galactic potential, rather than accreted; e.g.,
Pillepich et al. 2015 and references therein) beyond
10 kpc (Monachesi et al. 2016b). As M81 is a highly-
inclined galaxy (inclination = 62°; Karachentsev et al.
2013), its projected minor axis should be relatively free
of such in situ stellar populations, allowing minor axis
measurements to directly trace the accreted stellar pop-
ulations. As its current interaction appears to still be in
its early stages, M81’s minor axis is also relatively free of
‘contamination’ from the debris of M82 and NGC 3077
(e.g., Okamoto et al. 2015, Fig. 3). We discuss the prop-
erties and impact of accounting for this debris in § 5.2.
Thus, M81 is in a unique stage, where despite its ongo-
ing interaction, its minor axis provides a reliable window
onto its past (&1 Gyr ago) accretion history. Figure 5
shows the measured average SB and g−i color profiles
along M81’s minor axis. Their derivations are described
in § 5.1.1 and § 5.1.2, respectively.
5.1.1. Surface Brightness Profile
We define the minor axis according to the region
shown in Figure 3 (left panel) in red. Leveraging our
large survey footprint, we define a much wider minor
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Figure 6. Near-infrared SB profile along M81’s minor axis,
combining WISE W1 (Jarrett et al. 2019), which probes
M81’s interior, with the outer resolved star profile obtained
from this work. Corresponding stellar mass density is shown
on the right axis (see § 5.2 for conversion of µW1 to Σ?). Star
counts have been converted to W1 using our adopted fiducial
isochrone model (10 Gyr, [Fe/H] =−1.2; see § 5.1.1). Black
points show the W1 measurements, while blue points show
this work. A smooth, integrated profile is fit to the total
profile and shown in red, for visual effect.
axis region than is covered by the GHOSTS survey, al-
lowing for more robust averaging and inclusion of any
potential substructure absent in the sparse GHOSTS
measurements.
We divide the minor axis into projected radial
bins, 2 kpc wide from 10–40 kpc, and wider 5 kpc bins
outside 40 kpc, to account for the lower number of
sources. In each bin, we evaluate the density of RGB-like
sources in ∼1 arcmin× 1 arcmin square bins. We then
take the mean density across all density bins for each ra-
dial bin. Visually inspecting the CMDs in each bin, we
find that at radii >60 kpc along the minor axis, the RGB
was indistinguishable from a ∼uniform background. We
thus consider the halo beyond 60 kpc along the minor
axis to be undetected. The mean density in each bin is
then converted to HST -equivalent RGB counts using the
method described in § 4. Finally, the density was con-
verted to surface brightness using Equation 2 (assuming
a 10 Gyr, [M/H] =−1.2 isochrone model).
Uncertainties on the density measurements were
carefully accounted for from three distinct sources.
First, we assume errors on the average density in each
bin by taking the standard deviation in density across
all pixels, divided by the square root of the number of
pixels. Second, we account for the uncertainty in the
Subaru–HST conversion, denoted by the red 68% con-
fidence region in Figure 3. Last, we estimate the sys-
tematic uncertainty due to changes in isochrone model
parameters, such as age, metallicity, and IMF assump-
tion. To account for this uncertainty, we estimate
the change in integrated brightness assuming: age —
10±2 Gyr, metallicity — −1.2±0.2 dex, and IMF —
Chabrier (2001) vs. (Kroupa 2001). Of these effects, age
accounts for a 15% uncertainty, IMF 27%, and metal-
licity 3%. Combined, these yield a ∼36% systematic
error due to model uncertainty, corresponding to a of
0.5 mag arcsec−2 uncertainty in SB.
Figure 5 shows the minor axis SB profile for M81.
Our measurements are shown in blue, with the GHOSTS
points shown in gray for comparison. Our measurements
extend ∼30% farther than GHOSTS and reach remark-
able depths of µV > 34 mag arcsec
−2 at 60 kpc. This is
among the deepest SB profiles ever measured (e.g., com-
pare to: µV ∼ 32 mag arcsec−2, PISCeS Survey, Crno-
jevic´ et al. 2016; µV ∼ 30 mag arcsec−2, Dragonfly Sur-
vey, Merritt et al. 2016).
Fitting a power-law of the form Σ∝ rα to the den-
sity profile yields a slope of α=−3.54, in good agree-
ment with the results of Harmsen et al. (2017), despite
covering a much wider area along the minor axis. Fol-
lowing (Harmsen et al. 2017), we integrate the profile
from 10–40 kpc, using elliptical annuli with the same as-
sumed projected axis ratio of 0.61, obtaining an accreted
stellar mass from 10–40 kpc of M?,10−40 = 3.73×108M.
Extrapolating to total accreted mass using the Harmsen
et al. (2017) 10–40-to-total ratio of 0.32, we estimate a
total accreted mass of M?,Acc = 1.16×109M — within
2% of the GHOSTS estimate.
Finally, we compare our resolved star-based mi-
nor axis SB profile to integrated light measurements,
which excel in the bright innermost parts of the galaxy,
where resolved star measurements suffer from strong
crowding. Figure 6 combines our measured profile with
a near-infrared version of M81’s minor axis SB profile,
following Harmsen et al. (2017). In this case, we have
chosen the WISE W1 (3.4 µm) profile measured as part
of the WISE Enhanced Resolution Galaxy Atlas (Jar-
rett et al. 2012; Jarrett et al. 2013; T.H. Jarrett, private
communication; Jarrett et al. 2019). We have adjusted
the elliptically-averaged profile to a minor axis-only ver-
sion using the measured axis ratio for each elliptical
annulus. Then, using the same 10 Gyr, [Fe/H] =−1.2
isochrone model which was used to convert our RGB
counts to µV , we instead convert these counts to W1.
The WISE profile agrees well with our resolved star-
based profile, with the the different methods converging
nicely at 10 kpc.
5.1.2. Color Profile
We calculate the average minor axis g−i color
profile using the same minor axis region, radial bins, and
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Figure 7. Average g−i color profile of resolved RGB stars along M81’s minor axis, as described in § 5.1.2. Subaru HSC
measurements are again shown in blue, while GHOSTS measurements (Monachesi et al. 2016a) are shown in gray. Metallicity,
calculated from equivalent F606W−F814 color (Streich et al. 2014), is shown along the righthand y-axis. Additionally, we show
the [M/H] =−1.2 metallicity measurement (dashed line) of M81’s halo estimated from deep HST data (reaching the Red Clump;
Durrell et al. 2010). We reproduce the flat outer profile (R& 25 kpc) observed by Monachesi et al. (2016a), extending the profile
to 60 kpc. We also resolve, for the first time, a distinct break in the color profile at R. 25 kpc, inside which the profile rises
steeply — ∼0.3 mag in color, ∼ 0.6 dex in metallicity from 10–30 kpc.
∼arcmin2 pixels as used for the SB profile (§ 5.1.1). For
detected sources in each bin, we convert the measured
g−i color to QCol by rotating the CMD −22° around
a point (1.62,24.8) 0.5 mag below the TRGB (see § 4.2;
Figure 4). To estimate the average color, we take the
median QCol in each bin and then rotate it back to
g−i. Finally, we add a 0.2 mag color-correction, follow-
ing § 4.2.
We accounted for uncertainties on our average
color measurements from three sources. As described
above for the SB profile, we first calculate the standard
Poisson uncertainties (from the square root of the num-
ber of stars in each bin). Second, we account for un-
certainties associated with our HST color-correction by
drawing 10,000 boostrap samples from both the stacked
Subaru and stacked GHOSTS QCol distributions (see
Fig. 4), and computing the standard deviation of the
difference in the median between the two — resulting in
a 0.013 mag uncertainty. The final considered source of
uncertainty stems from the intrinsic crowding which af-
flicts our ground-based data at high densities. Crowding
preferentially affects the detection of fainter stars. Be-
cause of the increasing RGB g−i color towards brighter
RGB stars, as the data become more crowded (i.e. at
smaller radii relative to M81, as evident by its steep den-
sity profile), the average detected RGB star will also be
redder. In an attempt to account for this, we construct
distributions of i-band magnitude for stars in each radial
bin. We then measure the median magnitude and assess
whether this average value shifts with radius. Though
not a large effect, we do find that at radii & 25 kpc the
median magnitude is ∼constant (at i' 25), while get-
ting brighter towards smaller radii — culminating in a
maximum difference of 0.25 mag at 10 kpc. To fold this
effect into the uncertainties, we use a range of PARSEC
isochrone models (Bressan et al. 2012, and references
therein), Age = 10 Gyr and [Fe/H] =−1 to −2, to calcu-
late the change in g−i color, given the measured change
in i at each radius. Finding good agreement between
the models, we then add the average color difference in
quadrature with the Poisson and background uncertain-
ties.
Figure 7 shows the minor axis color profile for
M81. Our measurements are again shown in blue,
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and the GHOSTS points again in gray for comparison
(Monachesi et al. 2016a). Similarly to the SB profile,
our Subaru profile agrees exceptionally well with the
GHOSTS profile, though measured over a larger area.
As discussed in § 4.2, this agreement is entirely contin-
gent on our accounting for the loss of the reddest, most
metal-rich RGB stars seen in GHOSTS. We recover the
GHOSTS measurement of a ∼flat profile at R& 25 kpc,
g−i∼ 1.7. However, we also observe a distinct negative
color gradient for R. 25 kpc, which cannot be explained
by the effects of crowding (which is incorporated into
the error bars). This gradient smoothly connects the
flat region of the profile to a single inner GHOSTS field
(10 kpc), observed by Monachesi et al. (2016a), which is
quite red. At first a seemingly ‘anomalous’ point in the
profile, when combined with our Subaru observations,
this inner field measurement appears to confirm that
M81 possesses a steep minor axis color gradient within
25 kpc.
To estimate how this translates to metallicity, we
use the model HST–SDSS color–color tracks (§ 4.2) to
convert our average g−i colors to metallicity, using the
calibration of Streich et al. (2014). Though this con-
version is somewhat uncertain, it is heartening that the
outer portion (i.e. >25 kpc) of our halo profile matches
the Durrell et al. (2010) estimate of [M/H] =−1.2, which
used deep HST data reaching the ‘Red Clump’, almost
exactly. With this metallicity calibration, we estimate
that the ∼0.3 mag change in color from 10–25 kpc cor-
responds to a ∼0.6 dex change in [M/H], from ∼−1.2
to ∼−0.6. This yields a metallicity gradient of slope
∼−0.04 dex kpc−1 inside 25 kpc — 4× steeper than the
global metallicity profile of M31, and comparable to
M31’s inner 25 kpc (Gilbert et al. 2014).
While this is the first observed case of such a dis-
tinct break in the color/metallicity profile of a MW-mass
galaxy, galaxies with similar metallicity profiles to M81
— i.e. displaying negative initial gradients, which flat-
ten at large radii — have been observed in simulations
(e.g., Monachesi et al. 2019). However, it is very rare to
find even a simulated galaxy with such a sharp transi-
tion at < 30 kpc. We discuss two possible origins of this
steep color profile in § 6.
5.2. The Global Stellar Halo of M81
While M81’s minor axis is a window onto its past
accretion history, the global halo properties provide a
window onto the current interaction. We first present
the globally resolved populations in M81’s halo and con-
duct a census of stellar mass (§ 5.2.1), followed by an
accounting of the tidal debris around M82 and NGC
3077, and how it impacts M81’s current halo properties
(§ 5.2.2).
5.2.1. Stellar Populations and Stellar Mass
In Figure 8 we present a global map of resolved
RGB stars in M81’s halo. Each star has been color-
coded by its best-fit photometric metallicity, rather than
g−i color, as metallicity is the more intuitive (while
uncertain) quantity, and is more directly comparable
to other similar datasets. For this result, we estimate
metallicity for each individual star, using a grid of PAR-
SEC isochrones, Age = 10 Gyr, ranging from [M/H] =−2
to 0 with steps of ∆[M/H] = 0.05 dex. The distance in
g−i color, at the given i magnitude, is evaluated for each
star, for each isochrone. The best-fit metallicity is then
defined as the model which minimizes the data−model
g−i color residual. We then add a constant 0.4 dex to the
metallicity of each star, reflecting the change in metal-
licity when adjusting for the 0.2 mag blue color-bias dis-
cussed in § 4.2 & 5.1.2. We display [M/H], rather than
[Fe/H], so as to remain agnostic about [α/Fe]. Account-
ing for photometric uncertainties alone (not systematic
uncertainties associated with different stellar evolution
models), the typical [Fe/H] error is 6 0.2 dex.
The ongoing interaction between M81, M82, and
NGC 3077 is immediately visible in the resolved star
map. NGC 3077 outskirts display an ‘S’ shape, typi-
cal in tidally disrupting systems, while M82’s debris is
more compact. The tidal debris around both satellites is
quite metal-rich. The rest of the halo, however, is quite
metal-poor, comparable to M81’s minor axis. Other
than the interaction debris, five previously-known satel-
lite galaxies are visible (IKN: Karachentsev et al. 2006;
BK5N: Caldwell et al. 1998; KDG 61: Karachentseva &
Karachentsev 1998; d0955+70: Chiboucas et al. 2009,
2013; d1005+68: Smercina et al. 2017), though there
are no obvious substructures.
Figure 9 turns our map of resolved RGB stars
into a map stellar mass density in M81’s halo. Us-
ing the method described in § 4, we convert our RGB
map to HST -calibrated counts. Again using a fiducial
Age = 12 Gyr, [Fe/H]−1.2 isochrone (following Harmsen
et al. 2017), we convert RGB density to a correspond-
ing stellar mass density, Σ? in M kpc−2, computed
within ∼kpc× kpc pixels. We showed in Figure 6 that
this method of SB/stellar mass estimation agrees well
with ground-based integrated light measurements. The
crowded centers of M81, M82, and NGC 3077 (see Fig-
ure 8) have been filled in with publicly available Ks-band
images from the 2MASS Large Galaxy Atlas (Jarrett
et al. 2003). We have clipped Σ? to >3×103M kpc−2
— roughly equivalent to one RGB star kpc−2. Combin-
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Figure 8. Map of resolved RGB stars in the stellar halo of M81. Points have been color-coded by metallicity, determined from
isochrone fitting (§ 5.2). A scale bar giving projected distance from M81 is shown along the top x-axis. The metal-rich debris
from the triple-interaction visually dominates against the surrounding metal-poor halo, though the minor axis remains clear of
this debris.
ing our star count measurements with traditional near-
infrared imaging, this map of stellar mass spans >4 or-
ders of magnitude — from the dense stellar bulges at
the centers of the primary galaxies, to the faintest stel-
lar outskirts. This is among the most sensitive maps
of stellar mass-density ever constructed for a MW-mass
galaxy.
5.2.2. Tidal Debris Around M82 and NGC 3077
Figure 8 & 9 clearly indicate that there is
a significant amount of metal-rich stellar material
around M82 and NGC 3077. While M81’s minor axis
gives the properties of its past accretion history (i.e.
MAcc =1.16×109M; see § 5.1.1), any of the material
around the two satellites which is unbound should be in-
cluded in the current halo properties. To estimate how
much of the material is unbound from M82 and NGC
3077, we estimate their respective tidal radii, using the
basic approximation (von Hoerner 1957; King 1962),
rtid ' R
(
M?,sat
2Menc(R)
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, (3)
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Figure 9. Stellar mass density map of the M81 Group. The map has been logarithmically scaled, with each decade in mass
color-coded according to the bar on the right. Density was calculated for each ∼1 kpc2 pixel, and converted to stellar mass
according to § 4 and § 5.2.1. The interior regions of M81, M82, and NGC 3077, where the data were too crowded to detect
individual stars with Subaru (see Figure 8), were filled in using calibrated Ks images from the 2MASS Large Galaxy Atlas
(Jarrett et al. 2003), which were re-binned to ∼1 kpc physical resolution. The final map was lightly smoothed with a 0.5 kpc
Gaussian kernel. The final map spans an impressive four orders of magnitude in mass density. White dashed circles show the
estimated tidal radii of M82 and NGC 3077. We count all material outside of these circles as unbound.
where rtid is the tidal radius, R is the separation between
the central and the satellite adjusted for projection (i.e.
R =
√
3Rproj), M?,sat is the stellar mass of the satellite,
and Menc(R) is the total mass of the central enclosed
within R. To estimate Menc(R), we adopt the familiar
approximation for a flat rotation curve,
Menc(R) =
v2c R
G
, (4)
where we have taken vc = 230 km s
−1 from M81’s H I ro-
tation curve at 10 kpc (de Blok et al. 2008).
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Figure 10. Density image of RGB stars, with intensity mapped to stellar density, where each ‘channel’ represents stars in three
bins of metallicity: [Fe/H]∼−1 (red), [Fe/H]∼−1 (green), and [Fe/H]∼−1.5 (blue). Each channel was smoothed using first
a tophat filter of size ∼20 kpc (to bring out substructure), and then a Gaussian filter of width ∼1 kpc. The interiors of M81,
M82, and NGC 3077 have been filled with to-scale images from HST (credit: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble Heritage Team).
The projected separations from M81 of M82 and
NGC 3077 are 39 kpc and 48 kpc, respectively, and
their stellar masses are 2.8×1010M and 2.3×109M
(S4G; Sheth et al. 2010, Querejeta et al. 2015). Tak-
ing vc = 230 km s
−1, this yields projected tidal radii of
10 kpc for M82 and 8.2 kpc for NGC 3077. Circles with
radii equal to these tidal radii are shown in white on Fig-
ure 9. We then consider all material outside of these cir-
cles to be unbound. This amounts to ∼6×108M — a
substantial fraction of M81’s integral past accreted mass
(∼109M). Taking a mass-weighted average metallic-
ity of this material yields [Fe/H]'−0.9 — significantly
more metal-rich than the rest of the halo.
Figure 10 combines Figures 8 and 9. The mass-
density map is divided into three average metallicity
channels: [Fe/H]∼−0.5 (red), [Fe/H]∼−1 (green), and
[Fe/H]∼−1.5 (blue). Each channel is then intensity-
weighted and combined into a three-channel color image.
This figure highlights the visual impact that the massive
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and metal-rich debris around M82 and NGC 3077 has
on the inferred mass and metallicity of M81’s halo.
6. THE SAGA OF M81
6.1. A Quiet History
As discussed in § 5.1.1, the sum total ac-
creted stellar mass from M81’s past accretions is
M?,Acc = 1.16×109M, and is quite metal-poor ([Fe/H]
∼ −1.2). If we take the limit that a single satellite
dominates the halo properties, then the relationship be-
tween stellar halo mass and the mass of the most dom-
inant satellite from D’Souza & Bell (2018a) suggests
M81’s largest past merger was at most M?∼ 5×108M
— the mass of the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC;
McConnachie 2012). Further, though we cannot re-
liably constrain the origin of M81’s inner color pro-
file, if it has an accretion origin, the steepness of the
slope (∼0.04 dex kpc−1) suggests that the event likely
occurred early in M81’s life (D’Souza & Bell 2018a).
It is interesting to note that the MW shows tentative
evidence for a rising metallicity profile inside 30 kpc as
well (Conroy et al. 2019), though the 3-D measurements,
aided by precise distances, are very different from the 2-
D projected measurements presented here.
If, instead, the color gradient is driven by increas-
ing contribution of in situ material at small radii (e.g.,
Zolotov et al. 2009; Font et al. 2011), then the current
stellar halo mass estimate is an upper limit. To esti-
mate the range of possible in situ fractions, we assume
the color of accreted material to be the average color
of the ‘flat’ part of the color profile — g−i' 1.7. The
average color (using the Q method described in § 4.2) of
RGB stars in the center of M81 — using a central HST
pointing from the GHOSTS survey (Field 01, ∼3 kpc)
— is g−i= 2.17, which we adopt as an upper limit on
the ‘fiducial color’ of the in situ populations. Using the
accreted (fAcc) and in situ (fIS = 1−fAcc) fractions as
weights to produce the observed average color profile, we
calculate fAcc as a function of radius, and then convolve
it with the observed density profile to estimate the inte-
gral change to estimated stellar halo mass. In the case of
an in situ origin for the steep inner color profile, we find
a lower limit on the accreted fraction of fAcc = 0.59 —
corresponding to a lower limit on M81’s total accreted
mass of M?,Acc = 6.8×108M.
The punch line: regardless of the origin of its in-
triguing steep inner color profile, M81 has likely experi-
enced a quiet accretion history for the vast majority of
its life, accreting only satellites the size of the SMC or
smaller.
6.2. The Formation of a Massive Stellar Halo
That quiet history is over, however. M81
(6.3×1010M; Querejeta et al. 2015) is currently un-
dergoing a ∼1:2 merger with its massive satellite M82
(2.8×1010M; Querejeta et al. 2015) and the ∼LMC-
mass NGC 3077 (2.3×109M; Querejeta et al. 2015).
In § 5.2.2, we showed that there is a significant amount
of metal-rich material currently unbound from M82 and
NGC 3077 — ∼6×108M, [Fe/H]'−0.9. Accounting
for this unbound material increases M81’s average halo
metallicity and increases M81’s the halo mass by ∼50%.
It is clear from their star formation histories that M82
and NGC 3077 began their interaction with M81 at the
same time. Moreover, the star formation history of the
group, including bursts of star formation in the disk
of M82 (e.g., Rodr´ıguez-Merino et al. 2011; Lim et al.
2013), the center of NGC 3077 (e.g., Notni et al. 2004),
the tidal H I field between the three galaxies (e.g., de
Mello et al. 2008), and ‘tidal’ dwarf galaxies such as
Holmberg IX (e.g., Sabbi et al. 2008), all suggest that
this merger began < 1 Gyr ago. In < 1 Gyr this merger
has already had a substantial impact on the properties
of M81’s stellar halo.
Though a robust dynamical model does not exist
for the future of the M81 system, such models have been
constructed for the MW’s interaction with the LMC.
Cautun et al. (2019) estimate that the LMC will merge
with the MW within ∼2.4 Gyr. Though the orbital
properties of M82 and NGC 3077 are unclear, M82 is
significantly more massive than the LMC, and thus will
likely merge with M81 within the next ∼2 Gyr. What,
then, will be the properties of M81’s stellar halo ∼2 Gyr
in the future, following its accretion of M82 and NGC
3077? The addition to the accreted mass is simply the
combined stellar mass of both satellites — an addition
of ∼3×1010M (93% comes from M82), which is >20×
larger than the total current accreted mass. Clearly
this merger event will dominate the stellar halo mass
of M81. The metallicity will also be significantly im-
pacted. Assuming M82 and NGC 3077 follow the galaxy
stellar mass–metallicity relation, they possess metallici-
ties of [Fe/H]∼ 0 and [Fe/H]∼−0.6, respectively (Gal-
lazzi et al. 2005) — much higher than the stellar halo’s
current metallicity of [Fe/H]'−1.2.
In Figure 11, we show the evolution of M81’s stel-
lar halo properties in the context of the observed stel-
lar halo mass–metallicity relation for eight nearby MW-
mass galaxies (e.g., Bell et al. 2017), discussed in § 1.
Though several versions of this relation exist in the lit-
erature, here we adopt, as metrics, total accreted stel-
lar mass (M?,Acc; x -axis) and metallicity measured at
30 kpc ([Fe/H]30 kpc; y-axis).
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Figure 11. The stellar halo mass–metallicity relation. Total accreted mass (M?,Acc) is plotted against metallicity measured
at 30 kpc ([Fe/H]30 kpc). The evolution of M81’s stellar halo is shown at three points (large stars): (1) its past accretion history
(blue), measured from the minor axis (see § 5.1.1 & 5.1.2), (2) its ‘current’ halo (green), accounting for unbound tidal debris
around M82 and NGC 3077 (see § 5.2.2), and (3) its estimated properties following the accretion of M82 and NGC 3077 (red;
see § 6.2). For comparison, nearby galaxies (taken from Bell et al. 2017) are shown in white; the MW and M31 are labeled
separately, to highlight their opposite positions on the relation. The MW’s stellar halo mass and metallicity are taken from
Mackereth & Bovy (2019) and Conroy et al. (2019), respectively. We adopt 50% larger error bars than intially reported for
each, to reflect the substantial spread from other measurements (e.g., Bell et al. 2008; Deason et al. 2019). Metallicity-coded
channel density maps are shown as zoomed insets for both M81 (e.g., see Figure 10) and M31 (PAndAS; Martin et al. 2013)
as visual guides of M81’s potential halo evolution. For points (1) and (2) we adopt 50% uncertainties on total accreted mass
and 0.2 dex uncertainties on metallicity, following Harmsen et al. (2017). For (3), the large error in metallicity indicates our
uncertainty about the final metallicity gradient of the halo. In this case, the red star assumes the central metallicities for both
M82 and NGC 3077 (mass-weighted), while the error bar shows the impact of assuming a steep halo metallicity gradient such
as observed in M31 (Gilbert et al. 2014). Dominated by the accreted material from M82, M81’s halo will be transformed from
low-mass and metal-poor, to a massive and metal-rich halo, rivaling that of M31.
Prior to its current interaction, M81 possessed
one of the lowest-mass and metal-poorest stellar halos
in the nearby universe; among the eight examples shown
here, only the MW is comparable in mass and metallic-
ity. The massive tidal debris from M82 and NGC 3077
augments and enriches its stellar halo, but rapidly. This
is no modest evolution of halo properties, but an initial
step precipitating a giant leap. In the next several Gyrs,
after the merger has completed, the enormous amount
(M?' 3×1010M) of metal-rich material accreted from
M82 and NGC 3077 ([Fe/H]∼−0.1; mass-weighted ma-
terial from both M82 and NGC 3077) will have com-
pletely transformed M81’s stellar halo — the resulting
behemoth will have few peers in the nearby Universe.
Among its few rivals will be well-known examples of
massive stellar halos such as Cen A, NGC 3115, and
the stellar halo paragon: M31. In fact, in stellar mass,
central density, and starbursting nature, M82 strongly
resembles the proposed progenitor galaxy M32p, which
D’Souza & Bell (2018b) hypothesize merged with M31
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∼2 Gyr ago, resulting in M31’s current massive stellar
halo.
This is the first complete view of the evolution of
a galaxy’s stellar halo throughout a merger event. It is
clear that such a window on a major merger event has
the potential to help us better understand the formation
and evolution of systems with massive stellar halos, such
as M31. Between the measurements along M81’s minor
axis and the analysis of its current merger with M82
and NGC 3077, we have constrained M81’s three largest
merger partners over its lifetime: (1) M82, (2) NGC
3077 — an LMC-analog, and (3) the ancient ∼SMC-
mass primary progenitor of M81’s past halo. If not for
M82, M81’s dominant merger history would closely re-
semble that of the MW. M81’s ancient accreted halo is
very comparable to the MW’s halo (Figure 11), indi-
cating that a single stochastic, M82-like merger is capa-
ble of transforming a MW-like halo into a halo such as
M31’s. This is direct and powerful evidence that the di-
versity in stellar halo properties is thus driven primarily
by the diversity in the properties of the most dominant
mergers.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a survey of the stellar halo of
M81 with Subaru HSC. Using abundant existing HST
fields, we have calibrated our wide-field, ground-based
catalog of RGB stars to space-based catalogs from the
GHOSTS survey, in order to obtain one of the most de-
tailed views of a stellar halo outside of the LG. We find
the HST data to be crucial for measuring accurate stel-
lar population properties, and caution that without sim-
ilar extensive overlap with space-based stellar catalogs,
the effects of completeness and ‘blue-bias’ in any distant
(1 Mpc), ground-based stellar halo measurements are
unable to be reliably corrected for. We measure:
1. M81’s minor axis SB profile (inferred from re-
solved star counts) out to 60 kpc, reaching
µV > 34 mag arcsec
−2 — among the deepest SB
profiles ever measured. We measure a density
slope of −3.54, consistent with the profile mea-
sured by the GHOSTS survey with HST (Harmsen
et al. 2017). We also convert our star count pro-
file to near-infrared SB and compare to WISE W1
measurements of the inner 10 kpc of M81, finding
good agreement. Using this calibrated SB profile,
we estimate a total past accreted stellar mass for
M81 of 1.16×109M — indicating a largest past
accretion of at most the mass of the SMC.
2. M81’s average g−i color profile out to 60 kpc. We
measure a flat color profile (g−i= 1.7, [Fe/H] ∼
−1.2) from 25–60 kpc, as seen by the GHOSTS
survey (Monachesi et al. 2016a). We also observe,
for the first time, a steep negative color gradi-
ent (∼0.04 dex kpc−1) at R= 10–25 kpc. Though
we are unable to differentiate an accreted vs. in
situ origin for the inner color gradient, M81’s halo
metallicity of [Fe/H]∼−1.2 at 30 kpc is in line
with its past accreted mass of ∼109M, relative
to the stellar halo mass–metallicity relation (see
Figure 11).
3. Globally resolved stellar halo populations. Our
metallicity-coded map of RGB stars reveals the
triple interaction between M81, M82, and NGC
3077, highlighting the stark contrast between
properties of M81’s halo at large radii and the
metal-rich debris around the interacting satellites.
4. Stellar mass density on ∼1 kpc scales, down to
Σ?< 10
4M kpc−2. Using this sensitive map of
stellar mass density, we estimate the amount of
tidal debris which is currently unbound from M82
and NGC 3077 — ∼6×108M, with an average
metallicity of [Fe/H]∼−0.9. This unbound debris
represents a significant infusion of metal-rich ma-
terial to the ‘current’ stellar halo of M81.
Together, these measurements allow us to piece
together ‘the saga of M81’. This MW-analog experi-
enced a quiet history, accreting at most an SMC-mass
satellite, likely sometime early in its life. Its current
mergers with M82 and NGC 3077, however, has already
altered M81’s stellar halo properties on a short (< 1 Gyr)
timescale, providing a substantial infusion of unbound
metal-rich material. In the next several Gyrs, its merger
with M82 will transform M81’s halo from one of the least
massive and metal-poorest, into one of the most massive
and metal-rich halos known, rivaling (perhaps even ex-
ceeding) prototypical examples of massive halos such as
that of M31.
Furthermore, M81’s stochastic stellar halo transi-
tion, from a low-mass and metal-poor halo to high-mass
and metal-rich, is direct evidence that the diversity in
stellar halo properties at the MW-mass scale translates
directly to a diversity in the largest mergers these galax-
ies have experienced.
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APPENDIX
A. MINOR AXIS PROFILE TABLE
In Table A1 we provide the radial profiles along M81’s minor axis for µV (V -band SB) and average g−i color,
respectively. See Figure 5 & 7 for plots of each profile.
Table A1. Minor Axis SB & Color Profiles
R µV g−i
(kpc) (mag arcsec−2) (mag)
10 28.02± 1.46 1.99−0.13+0.02
12 28.23± 1.02 1.94−0.09+0.02
14 28.71± 0.66 1.89−0.09+0.02
16 29.26± 0.45 1.90−0.09+0.02
18 29.52± 0.44 1.78−0.04+0.02
20 30.27± 0.34 1.79−0.05+0.02
22 30.75± 0.29 1.79−0.02+0.02
24 31.13± 0.31 1.75−0.02+0.02
26 31.75± 0.31 1.76−0.02+0.02
28 31.93± 0.32 1.72−0.02+0.02
30 32.13± 0.33 1.71−0.02+0.02
32 32.54± 0.35 1.70−0.02+0.02
34 32.51± 0.34 1.67−0.02+0.02
36 32.32± 0.34 1.70−0.02+0.02
38 32.69± 0.36 1.71−0.02+0.02
40 32.64± 0.35 1.69−0.02+0.02
45 33.18± 0.39 1.71−0.02+0.02
50 33.60± 0.42 1.72−0.02+0.02
55 34.10± 0.45 1.67−0.03+0.03
60 34.46± 0.48 1.68−0.02+0.02
Table A1. The radial minor axis average surface brightness and average g−i
color profiles as shown in Figure 5 & 7. See § 5.1.1 and § 5.1.2 for discussion
of how the measurements and uncertainties are computed.
